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Cosmic rays
Bhattacharjee & Sigl  ’00, originally from S. Swordy

LHC (CMS) LHC (Lab.)

SNRs

???

!
• Highest-energy particles ever detected 

• up to 3 x 1020 eV 
!

• Extremely low flux 
• ~ 1 km-2 millennium-1 @ 1020 eV 
• huge detectors are required to study 
!

• None of their origin is not identified yet.

Source identification of UHECRs is an important 
first step to understand physics on the 

production of such extremely energetic particles.

Ultra-high-energy cosmic rays 
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UHECR Source Candidates

e.g., Waxman ’95, Vietri ’95, Murase+ ’08, Wang+ ’09

e.g., Norman+ ’95, Kang+ ’96, Inoue+ ’07

e.g., Biermann & Stritmatter ’87, Takahara ’90, 

Rachen & Biermann ’93, Farrar & Gruzinov ’09, 


Dermer+ ’09, Pe’er+ ’09, HT & Horiuchi ’11, Murase+ ’11

e.g., Blasi+ ’00, Arons ’03, Kotera ’11, Fang+ ’12

JEM-EUSO purple book (2010)

Hillas Criterion 
     Larmor radius < Source size

Active Galactic Nuclei Gamma-ray Bursts

Newly Born Magnetars Clusters of galaxies

Only extreme phenomena or objects 
in the universe can produce the 

highest energy cosmic rays.
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Estimated Composition of UHECRs

Letessier-selvon+ 2013
TA Collaboration 2011

Auger : heavy elements are mixed Telescope Array : consistent with protons

The recent results are significantly inconsistent within the quoted systematic errors.

A joint working group of Auger and TA is collaborating to solve this problem.

Auger HighLights

33RD INTERNATIONAL COSMIC RAY CONFERENCE, RIO DE JANEIRO 2013
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Figure 5: Evolution of hXmaxi and s Xmax as a function of energy. Measurements are from the hybrid data set of Auger.
([19]).

This is the case for example of the e+e� pair or pion produc-
tion (GZK) from protons off the CMB photons for the Ankle
and the cut-off respectively or of the photo-disintegration
of nuclei. They can also originate from the source distribu-
tions and/or their acceleration characteristics, in this case
the Ankle could sign the transition from a Galactic domi-
nated cosmic ray sky to an extra-galactic dominated one
while the cut-off would directly reflect the maximum en-
ergy reachable by the sources themselves. Various scenarios
have been put forward, combining these possible origins in
various ways (see e.g. [45] for an overview).

The models shown in figure 4 assume either a pure
proton or pure iron composition. The fluxes result from
different assumptions of the spectral index b of the source
injection spectrum and the source evolution parameter
m. The maximum energy of the source was set in these
particular examples to 100 EeV and 300 EeV, the former
describing better the data in the cut-off region. The model
lines have been calculated using CRPropa [47] and validated
with SimProp [48].

Despite its high statistical accuracy, the energy spectrum
alone is not sufficient to distinguish between the various
scenarios. There are simply too many unknowns (source
distributions and evolution, acceleration characteristics,
cosmic ray mass composition) and other observables such
as anisotropies and mass composition parameters will have
to be combined to possibly disentangle the situation.

3 Mass composition
The hybrid nature of the Auger observatory allows for a
very precise measurement of the shower longitudinal profile
but on a subset of less than 10% of the events (the Hybrid
data set). The combination of the FD and SD allows for a
precise determination of the shower geometry which in turn
allows to measure the position of the maximum shower size
(Xmax) with an accuracy of better than 20 g / cm2.

The updated (but preliminary) results regarding the
evolution with energy of the two first moments of the
Xmax distributions are shown in Fig. 5. When compared
to the model lines, the data clearly indicates a change of
behavior at a few EeV, i.e. in the Ankle region.

While model predictions may not be an accurate repre-
sentation of nature for the absolute values of hXmaxi, hence

making it difficult to convert with confidence this data into
mass values, they have similar predictions (within 20 g/cm2

for hXmaxi and 10 g/cm2 for s Xmax ) for those parameters.
In particular, all models predict that for a constant composi-
tion the elongation rate (slope of the hXmaxi evolution) and
s Xmax are also constant as a function of energy. This is at
clear variance from the measurements themselves. Hence,
under the hypothesis that no new interaction phenomena
in the air shower development come into play in that en-
ergy range, the data clearly supports that the composition
evolves in the Ankle region.

While subject to the belief that current interaction mod-
els do represent reality, it is possible to convert the mea-
sured data into the two first moment of the lnA distribution
at the top of the atmosphere [52]. This is shown in Fig. 6 us-
ing several hadronic interaction models [49, 50, 51]. From
this conversion it is possible to interpret the aforementioned
evolution as a change from light to medium light compo-
sition with a minimum in the average lnA just before the
Ankle, i.e. between 2 and 3 EeV. Looking at the s2

lnA plot,
one can also argue that the evolution is slow in terms of
masses (s2

lnA stays below 2 in the whole range indicating
that the mix is between nearby masses rather than between
proton and iron)2. We also observed that for some model
the central predicted variance of lnA is negative but this is
not the case within our systematic uncertainties.

4 Hadronic Interactions
We have performed several analyses to extract a muon
size parameter from the hybrid or SD data set of Auger.
These analyses [20, 21, 22, 23] all indicate that current
hadronic interaction models predict muon size that are
smaller (by at least 20%) than observed in the data, unless
one assumes that the data is composed of pure iron which
is in contradiction, according to the same models, with the
observed Xmax distributions.

In [23] we have selected all showers (411) measured in
hybrid mode with an energy between 100.8 and 101.2 EeV.
For each of those showers, we have generated Monte Carlo
events with similar energies selecting those which also
matched the measured longitudinal profile. Then, for those

2. hlnAi is 0 for pure proton and 4 for pure iron while s2
lnA is 0

for pure composition and 4 for a 50:50 p/Fe mix.



Propagation of UHECRs

Photopion production

E > 6 x 1019 eV for CMB Bethe-Heitler Pair Creation

E > 6 x 1016 eV for CMB

CMB / IRB

CMB / IRB

PhotodisintegratioIGMF

GMF

Cosmic magnetic fields deflect the propagation trajectories of UHECRs and 
make it difficult to identify sources by UHECR experiments
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Hajime Takami | Informal Seminar in the TA group @ the University of Tokyo, Japan, May 27, 2014
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Mean Free Paths of UHECRs in Intergalactic Space
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The mean free path of UHECRs rapidly decreases above ~1020 eV

 Sources of UHECRs detected with >~ 1020 eV are 
dominantly located within several tens Mpc.

HT, Inoue, Yamamoto 2012
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UHECR Anisotropy
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Hints of anisotropy have been reported, but no clear evidence of point-like sources so far.

69 events

E > 5.5 x 1019 eV

72 events

E > 5.7 x 1019 eV

Statistical approach 

Abreu+ 2010 Abassi+ 2014

Abreu+ 2010 Abreu+ 2010

– 12 –

Fig. 1.— Aitoff projection of the UHECR maps in equatorial coordinates. The solid curves
indicate the galactic plane (GP) and supergalactic plane (SGP). Our FoV is defined as the
region above the dashed curve at Dec. = −10◦. (a) The points show the directions of the

UHECRs E > 57 EeV observed by the TA SD array, and the closed and open stars indicate
the Galactic center (GC) and the anti-Galactic center (Anti-GC), respectively; (b) color

contours show the number of observed cosmic ray events summed over a 20◦-radius circle;
(c) number of background events from the geometrical exposure summed over a 20◦-radius

circle (the same color scale as (b) is used for comparison); (d) significance map calculated
from (b) and (c) using Equation 1.
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Anisotropy and UHECR Source Number Density

Objects ns [Mpc
Bright galaxy 1.3 x 10
Seyfert galaxy 1.25 x 10
Dead Quasar 5 x 10
Fanaroff-Riley I 8 x 10
Bright quasar 1.4 x 10
Colliding galaxies 7 x 10
BL Lac objects 3 x 10
Fanaroff-Riley II 3 x 10

Experimental result

Simulations under assumed ns

statistical 
comparison

Abraham+ 2007

HT & Sato 2008

HT & Sato 2009

ns =10-5 - 10-4 Mpc-3

for E > 5.5 x 1019 eV

HT & Sato 2009

Cuoco+ 2009

Assuming 

steady sources
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UHECR Source Candidates

e.g., Waxman ’95, Vietri ’95, Murase+ ’08, Wang+ ’09

e.g., Norman+ ’95, Kang+ ’96, Inoue+ ’07

e.g., Biermann & Stritmatter ’87, Takahara ’90, 

Rachen & Biermann ’93, Farrar & Gruzinov ’09, 


Dermer+ ’09, Pe’er+ ’09, HT & Horiuchi ’11, Murase+ ’11

e.g., Blasi+ ’00, Arons ’03, Kotera ’11, Fang+ ’12

JEM-EUSO purple book (2010)

Hillas Criterion

Active Galactic Nuclei Gamma-ray Bursts

Newly Born Magnetars Clusters of galaxies

Only extreme phenomena or objects 
in the universe can produce the 

highest energy cosmic rays.

Transient?

Transient

Transient
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Propagation of UHECRs from a Transient Source
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Apparent Source Number Density of UHECRs
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A stronger anisotropy appears at higher energies 
(even without considering the GZK mechanism).

HT & Murase 2012

Shorter apparent duration

Smaller probability to observe a UHECR burst 

Smaller number of “point source”-like features

Higher energy CRs

+ GZK mechanism

Stronger anisotropy ( smaller ns(E) )

an
iso

tro
py

The dependence of ns(E) is evidence of transient generation of UHECRs.

ns(E) should be estimated in at least two energy ranges.
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Evolution of anisotropy

photons because of their relatively small number. Protons above
8 ; 1019 eV lose energy by photopion production, pþ ! "!
"þ X . This reaction has a large inelasticity (#30%) and a rela-
tively short energy-loss length of a few tens of Mpc at z ¼ 0.
Protons with such energies cannot reach the Earth from distant
sources. Thus, photopion production predicts a sharp spectral
steepening around 8 ; 1019 eV, the Greisen-Zatsepin-Kuz’min
(GZK) steepening (Greisen 1966; Zatsepin & Kuz’min 1966).
The GZK effect is essential in considering the correlation with
distribution for relatively distant sources. We adopt the energy-loss
length that is calculated by simulating the photopion production
with the event generator SOPHIA (Mucke et al. 2000). On the
other hand, protons below 8 ; 1019 eV lose energy mainly due to
Bethe-Heitler pair creation, pþ ! "! pþ eþ þ e". This has a
small inelasticity (#10"3). We adopt the analytical fit function
given by Chodorowski et al. (1992) to calculate the energy-loss
rate for isotropic photons. Adiabatic energy loss due to the ex-
panding universe alsomakes protons lose energy. The energy-loss
rate can be written as

dE

dt
¼ " ȧ

a
E ¼ "H0 !m(1þ z)3 þ !"

! "1=2
E: ð1Þ

These three energy-loss processes are treated as continuous pro-
cesses in our calculation.

The trajectories of protons are deflected by the EGMF. Pro-
tons ejected from their sources toward the Earth cannot all reach
Earth straightforwardly. It wastes much CPU time to calculate
the propagation of protons that cannot reach Earth in order to
construct the arrival distribution. To solve this problem, we sug-
gest a new method for calculating the arrival distribution, an ap-
plication of the back-tracking propagation (Takami et al. 2006).
In this method, protons with a charge of "1 are ejected from the
Earth, and we calculate their trajectories in intergalactic space,
taking into account magnetic deflections and energy loss (or gain)
processes. Such trajectories are then regarded as those of protons
from extragalactic space.We calculate only trajectories of protons
that can reach the Earth.

In order to simulate the arrival distribution, 2,500,000 protons
(with charges of "1) with dN /d log10E / const from 1019 to
1021 eVare ejected isotropically from the Earth.We calculate their
trajectories until their propagation time exceeds the lifetime of the
universe or their energies reach 1022 eV, which corresponds to the

maximum acceleration energy at UHECR sources. For each source
distribution, we calculate a factor for the trajectory of the jth par-
ticle, which represents the relative probability that the j th proton
will reach the Earth,

Pselec(E; j) /
X

i

1

(1þ zi; j)d 2
i; j

dN=dEg(di; j;Ei
g)

E"1:0

dEg

dE
: ð2Þ

Here i labels sources on each trajectory, zi; j and di; j, are their
redshift and distance, respectively, and Ei

g is the energy of a pro-
ton at the ith source, which has energy E at the Earth. Thus,
dN /dEg(di; j;Ei

g) / E"2:6
g is the energy spectrum of UHE pro-

tons ejected from a source whose distance is di; j. This spectral
index, "2.6, can reproduce the observed spectra from 1019 to
1020eVwell (DeMarco et al. 2003), and corresponds to the proton-
dip scenario (Aloisio et al. 2007). The term dEg/dE is a correc-
tion factor for the variation of the shape of the energy spectrum
through the propagation.
We randomly select trajectories according to these relative

probabilities, Pselec, so that the number of selected trajectories is
equal to the required event number. The mapping of the ejected
direction of each particle from Earth can be regarded as the ar-
rival distribution of UHE protons. If we have to select the same
trajectory more than once to adjust the number of selected tra-
jectories, we generate new events whose arrival direction is cal-
culated by adding a normally distributed deviationwith zeromean
and variance equal to the experimental resolution to the original
arrival direction. The experimental resolution is assumed to be 1'.

3.2. Statistical Quantities

In order to investigate statistically the similarity between the
arrival distribution of UHECRs fe and the source distribution fs,
a correlation coefficient between the two distributions is defined
as

N( fe; fs) (
#( fe; fs)ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

#( fe; fe)#( fs; fs)
p ; ð3Þ

where

#( fa; fb) (
X

j; k

fa( j; k)" f̄a

f̄a

fb( j; k)" f̄b

f̄b

#!( j; k)

4"
: ð4Þ

Fig. 1.—Arrival distributions of UHE protons above 1019.8 eV predicted by a specific source distribution with 10"5 Mpc"3 (upper right) in Galactic coordinates. The
EGMF is not included. The source distributionwithin 100Mpc is shown as radii of circles inversely proportional to source distances. The sourceswithin 50Mpc are shown
with bold circles. Panels show 50 (upper left), 200 (lower left), 500 (upper middle), 1000 (lower middle), and 2000 (lower right) simulated events.

TAKAMI & SATO608 Vol. 678

Ep > 6 x 1019 eV, ns = 10-5 Mpc-3

HT & Sato 2008
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Constraints on ρs and Energy Budget
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ns(E) from huge UHECR experiments and τ(E) from understanding cosmic 
magnetic fields allows us to constrain transient UHECR sources by comparing 

their restricted properties with parameters of known astrophysical objects.

• τmin : GMF, EGMF surrounding sources

• τmax : GMF, EGMF surrounding sources, IGMF

HT & Murase 2012
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Anisotropy in a heavy-nuclei-dominated case
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Anisotropy studies may be doable in the future.

HT, Inoue, Yamamoto 2012

HT, Inoue, Yamamoto 2012 HT, Inoue, Yamamoto 2012

Estimating the probability that positive correlation between
UHECRs and their sources appears is also useful. We can calculate
this probability by a similar method to calculate Fig. 5. Following
that figure, we plot the possibility that the values of the cross-cor-
relation function are not positive for visibility in Fig. 9 similarly to
Fig. 5. We consider 69 UHECRs above 5.5 ! 1019 eV on the assump-
tion of the PAO aperture. The sources used for calculating the
cross-correlation function are within 75 Mpc from the Galaxy.
The basic tendency of the probability curves is similar to Fig. 5.

In the case of no magnetic field, strong correlation is predicted at
the smallest angular bin because of the absence of the deflections
of UHECRs. Taking the GMF and/or EGMF into account, the proba-
bility curves have a minimum at intermediate angular scale. For
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Fig. 5. Probability that the positive values of the cumulative auto-correlation functions are not realized for 69 events above 5.5 ! 1019 eV simulated on the assumption of the
PAO aperture. The upper two panels and the lower two panels assume BEGMF = 0.0 nG and 1.0 nG, respectively. Only the right two panels take the GMF into account. The
probability that the positive excess of events appears is indicated in the panels.
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published events of the PAO, i.e., 69 events with energies above 5.5 ! 1019 eV
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774 H. Takami et al. / Astroparticle Physics 35 (2012) 767–780
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Summary

• The origin of ultra-high-energy cosmic rays is still unknown, but some 
hints have appeared in their arrival distribution.

!
• Anisotropy indicates source number density: ns ~ 10-4 Mpc-3 for steady 
sources in the cases of light composition / weakly magnetized universe. 
This value is much larger than blazars, radio galaxies, and clusters of 
galaxies.

!
• An anisotropy study in narrow consecutive energy bins can reveal the 
transient generation of UHECRs.

!
• Conservative estimation of the UHECR generation rate and related 
energy output can be achieved by independent studies on extragalactic 
magnetic fields.
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Void 
   B λc

1/2 < (10 nG) (1 Mpc)1/2    (e.g., Ryu et al. ‘98, Blasi et al. ‘99) 
   B > 10-17 ~ -18 G    (e.g., Dolag et al. ‘11, Dermer et al. ‘11,  
      Takahashi et al. ’12, see also Ando & Kusenko ’10 and Neronov et al. ’11)�

Filament 
   B ~ 10 nG    (e.g., Ryu et al. ’08), 
   assuming turbulence with λc ~ 100 kpc 

Cluster 
   B ~ 1 µG, β-model +  
  turbulence with λc ~  
  100 kpc   (e.g., de Marco et al. ’06), 

GMF 
   BS-S   (Alvarez-Muniz et al. ’02,  
   see also Pshirkov et al. ‘11 for a newer model )  

HT & Murase (2011)�




